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This User Guide is a reference for the Silhouette Shape Import/Export Plug-in
for Adobe After Effects and is available as an Acrobat PDF file.
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About Us
Founded in 1995, Boris FX is a leading developer of VFX, compositing, titling,
video editing, and workflow tools for broadcast, post-production, and film
professionals. Boris FX products have grown to serve over a million artists
worldwide. The company’s success lies in its ability to tightly integrate and
leverage technologies through strong partnerships with Adobe, Apple, Avid,
Blackmagic Design, Autodesk, FilmLight, Grass Valley, Magix, SGO, and other
leading developers of video editing software. In 2014, Boris FX acquired
Imagineer Systems, the Academy Award-winning developer of Mocha planar
tracking software. In 2016, Boris FX acquired GenArts, the developer of
Sapphire, the gold standard plug-in package for high-end visual effects. In
2019, Boris FX acquired the Academy Award-winning Silhouette for advanced
feature film rotoscoping, painting, and effects.
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Installation

INSTALLATION
1

Download the Silhouette software at www.borisfx.com

2

Double-click on the Silhouette installer file that you downloaded to begin the
installation process.

3

Double-click on the installer file that you downloaded to install the Silhouette
Shape Import/Export Plug-in for Adobe After Effects.

4

When you get to the Select Components screen, select your version/s of Adobe
After Effects.

5
6

Complete the installation.

•
•
•
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•

The next time you start Adobe After Effects, you will see Silhouette 5+ Shapes as
a choice in the File > Import and Export menus.

The Silhouette Shape Import/Export plug-in is free and will operate without a
license.
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SILHOUETTE SHAPE IMPORT/EXPORT PLUG-IN
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Description
The Silhouette Shape Import/Export Plug-in will import Silhouette Shapes and
convert them to After Effects masks as well as export and convert After Effects
masks to Silhouette Shapes.

Importing Silhouette Shapes into After Effects
1

Start Adobe After Effects, open a project and select a layer in the Timeline.

2

From the After Effects File menu, select Import > Silhouette 5+ Shapes.

A file browser opens.
3

Select the shape file to import and click OK.

The Silhouette Shape Import/Export Plug-in will import the shapes and convert
them to After Effects masks. When importing Silhouette Shapes, the following
shape parameters transfer into After Effects: opacity, blur, shape color, shape
name, invert and locked states, transfer mode and per-shape motion blur state.

Exporting After Effects Masks to Silhouette Shapes
1

Start Adobe After Effects, open a project and select a layer in the Timeline that
contains After Effects masks.

2

From the After Effects File menu, choose Export > Silhouette 5+ Shapes.

A file browser opens.
3

Type a name and press OK to save the file.

All After Effects masks from the selected layer are exported and a file is saved
with a .fxs file extension. When exporting After Effects masks, the following
shape parameters transfer into Silhouette: opacity, blur, shape color, shape
name, invert and locked states, transfer mode and per-shape motion blur state.
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Shape Import/Export Notes
1

The general rule is that the After Effects Composition size must match the
Silhouette Session size for shapes to import and export properly. However, as
long as the ratio of the sizes between the After Effects Composition and the
Silhouette Session match, you can successfully import and export shapes
between them. For instance, you could import or export shapes from a
2000x1000 Silhouette Session to a 1000x500 After Effects Composition with no
problems, as long as the pixel aspects were the same.

2

When After Effects has the Preserve Constant Vertex Count in the General
Preferences dialog deactivated, it is possible for a differing number of control
points to occur on different keyframes. These type of shapes can’t be imported
into Silhouette.

3

Shapes with variable edge blurs created with the Feather tool can be exported
from Silhouette, but only the original spline without the variable edge feather is
used.

4

B-Spline, X-Spline and Bézier splines can all be exported from Silhouette, but BSplines and X-Splines are first converted to Bézier splines.

5

The resulting Silhouette export of B-Splines and X-Splines that use extreme,
variable weight adjustments will not exactly match the original B-Spline or XSpline. Do not use extreme, variable weight adjustments if you are planning on
exporting B-Splines or X-Splines.
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